Theoretical analysis based on the Landau-Ginzburg-Devonshire theory is used to show that the combined effect of flexoelectricity and rotostriction can lead to a spontaneous polarization and pyroelectricity in the vicinity of antiphase boundaries, structural twin walls, surfaces, and interfaces in the octahedrally tilted phase of otherwise nonferroelectric perovskites such as CaTiO 3 , SrTiO 3 , and EuTiO 3 . As an example, we numerically demonstrate a spontaneous polarization and pyroelectric response at the SrTiO 3 antiphase and twin boundaries at temperatures lower than the antiferrodistortive structural phase transition temperature of T S ∼ 105 K in agreement with previously unexplained experimental results. At temperatures lower than effective Curie temperature T C * (∼25 K for twins and ∼50 K for antiphase boundaries) biquadratic coupling between oxygen octahedron tilt and polarization vectors essentially enhances the polarization induced by the combined flexoelectric and rotostriction effects near the hard domain wall. Biquadratic coupling cannot induce polarization inside easy twins and antiphase boundaries; their polarization and pyroelectricity originates below T S from the built-in flexoelectric field. The spontaneous polarization reaches the values ∼0.1-5 μC/cm 2 at the SrTiO 3 antiphase boundaries and twins without free charges. A principal difference between the influence of biquadratic and flexoelectric couplings on the interfacial polarization is the following: the biquadratic coupling induces bistable ferroelectric polarization inside hard antiphase boundaries and hard twins below T C * , while the flexoelectric coupling induces improper spontaneous polarization via the flexoelectric field below T S .
I. INTRODUCTION
Unique multifunctional properties of oxide interfaces are currently of widespread interest. These include twodimensional electron gas, superconductivity, 1-3 charged domain walls, 4 magnetism, 5, 6 and multiferrocity at oxide interfaces 7 and thin strained films. 8 Interfaces by nature possess gradients of various order parameters such as strain, octahedral rotations, polarization, and magnetization, which can couple to induce new phenomena not present in the relevant bulk materials. 9 The influence of strain 8, 10 and strain gradients [11] [12] [13] in inducing ferroelectric polarization is well known. Recently, improper ferroelectricity induced by coupling to octahedral rotations has been predicted in a number of oxides [e.g., YMnO 17 Interfaces in antiferrodistorted perovskite oxides can possess both gradients in strain u ij and in oxygen octahedral rotations, characterized by spontaneous octahedral tilt angles, which in turn can be described by an axial vector i (i = 1,2,3). 18 As a consequence, both direct flexoelectric effect, namely, the creation of a ferroelectric polarization due to a strain gradient, as well as rotostriction, namely, a quadratic coupling between octahedral rotations and strain, exist at such interfaces. The coupling between these two phenomena can thus lead to a ferroelectric polarization at an interface across which the octahedral rotation varies, which is the subject of this paper. It has been previously predicted that a spontaneous polarization vector P i can appear inside structural walls due to biquadratic coupling term η ij kl P i P j k l , 19, 20 but it is absent in the bulk. The biquadratic coupling term was later regarded as Houchmandazeh-Laizerowicz-Salje (HLS) coupling. 21 The coupling was considered as the reason for magnetization appearance inside the ferromagnetic domain wall in nonferromagnetic media. 22 Biquadratic coupling leads to a polarization appearance inside antiphase boundaries in SrTiO 3 below 50 K. 20 Zubko et al. 23 experimentally observed strong changes of the apparent flexoelectric coefficient in SrTiO 3 at much higher temperatures, namely, below the antiferrodistortive structural phase transition temperature (105 K), and supposed one of its possible reasons in the polarization appearance at the domain walls between twins. Recently Salje et al. directly observed ferrielectric polarization at ferroelastic domain boundaries in CaTiO 3 by aberration-corrected transmission electron microscopy (TEM) at room temperature. 24 To the best of our knowledge, the flexoelectricity-induced polarization appearance across the structural twin boundaries (TB), antiphase boundaries (APBs), and interfaces has not been previously addressed. However, the flexoelectric coupling, which is nonzero in any material and strong enough in many perovskites, 11, 13, 23, [25] [26] [27] [28] should lead to the spontaneous polarization appearance across the structural domain walls of otherwise nonferroelectric perovskites. Direct gradient coupling between the order parameters could lead to the oscillatory solutions and nonuniform pattern formation. 29, 30 This motivates us to perform calculations, based on the Landau-Ginzburg-Devonshire (LGD) free energy, to study the impact of flexoelectric coupling on the spontaneous polarization in the vicinity of structural domain walls in nonferroelectric tilted perovskites such as SrTiO 3 20 we analyze the domainwall energy using an approximate free-energy functional corresponding to Tailor expansion on the polar and structural order-parameter components. In the parent high-temperature phase above the structural phase transition, the free-energy density has the form
i is the components (i = 1,2,3) of an axial tilt vector corresponding to the octahedral rotation angles 18 (see Fig. 1 ), τ d i is deelastification torque, 18 and u ij (x) is the strain tensor. The summation is performed over all repeated indices. Coefficients a i (T ) and b i (T ) temperature dependence can be fitted with Barrett law for quantum paraelectrics:
. Gradient coefficients g ij and v ij are regarded positive for commensurate ferroics. f ij kl is the fourth-rank tensor of flexoelectric coupling, q ij kl is the fourth-rank electrostriction tensor, r ( ) ij kl is the rotostriction tensor. The biquadratic coupling between i and polarization components P i is defined by the constants η ij kl . The flexoelectric effect tensor f ij kl and rotostriction tensor r ( ) ij kl have nonzero components in all phases and for any symmetry of the system. Tensor form for cubic m3m symmetry is well known; in particular, f 12 , f 11 , and f 44 are nonzero, 23 similarly to elastic constants and electrostriction tensors. 32 Note, that the inclusion of the flexoelectric Lifshitz term in the free energy is critical for all effects discussed below.
External field is E For the case free energy (1) considers the quasicontinuum tilt behavior in the next-nearest octahedral. 20, 30 the wall. In the dielectric limit E d i obeys electrostatic equation
where ε 0 = 8.85 × 10 −12 F/m is the universal dielectric constant, ε b is the "base" isotropic lattice permittivity, different from the ferroelectric soft-mode permittivity. [33] [34] [35] [36] A semiconductor case is considered elsewhere. 37 Euler-Lagrange equations of state are obtained from the minimization of the free energy (1) as
where σ ij (x) is the stress tensor that satisfies mechanical equilibrium equation ∂σ ij (x)/∂x j = 0. Note, that the stress tensor, polarization, and tilt gradients vanish far from the domain walls. Equations of state (3c) could be rewritten via the strains u ij (x) as follows:
where s mnij is the elastic compliances tensor, R ( ) ij kl = s ij mn r ( ) mnkl is the rotostriction strain tensor, Q ij kl = s ij mn q mnkl is the electrostriction strain tensor, and F ij kl = s ij mn f mnkl is the flexoelectric strain tensor. The latter term corresponds to inverse flexoelectric effect.
The inhomogeneous strain u ij (x) given by Eq. (4) induces the polarization variation δP i (x) across the structural APBs and TBs, domain walls, defects, and interfaces due to the direct flexoelectric effect:
The term f mnvl ∂u mn ∂x l denotes direct flexoelectric effect. Note, that Eq. (5) is valid only for zero electric field, including both external and depolarization fields. The proportionality in Eq. (5) suggests that the product of the flexoelectric f mnvl and rotostriction R ( ) mnpq coefficients leads to the appearance of spontaneous polarization, which will be abbreviated in this study as flexo-roto-effect. To the best of our knowledge, the flexoelectric contribution to the interfacial polarization has not been considered earlier.
The gradient in the octahedral tilts across APBs or TBs may lead to a rather strong interfacial polarization due to the derivatives of the rotation angle in Eq. (5) . In the next section we will consider the concrete example of SrTiO 3 with known numerical values of R ( ) mnkj and F mnvl to check the validity of this supposition.
III. FLEXO-ROTO-EFFECT CONTRIBUTION TO THE INTERFACIAL POLARIZATION AND PYROELECTRICITY
Below we consider several one-dimensional problems, which follow from general results of the previous section, namely, a typical 180
• APB and 90
• TB. Stable solutions of the coupled Euler-Lagrange equations (3) were obtained numerically by iteration method. We set initial distributions of the tilt and polarization vectors, which satisfy the boundary conditions. Special attention was paid to the parity of the obtained polarization distributions, namely, we consider both odd and even initial polarization distributions with respect to the domain-wall plane. Iterations were stopped when the relative tolerance reached the value 10 −4 . Note that Tagantsev et al. 20 obtained nonzero polarization across APBs in SrTiO 3 below T C * ∼ 40 K, where T C * is a local ferroelectric transition temperature in APBs in a free crystal. The flexoelectric coupling was not included into the calculations performed in Ref. 20 , while mentioned in the paper as giving rise to the renormalization of the gradient terms. One of the most important results we obtained in the present research is the fact that the flexoelectric effect primary leads to the appearance of the strong built-in electric fields across the wall, besides the renormalization of the polarization gradient term also considered in Ref. 27 . We obtained that the flexoelectric effect can induce the polarization and pyroelectric response across TB and APB walls over the entire temperature range of the structural phase T S < 105 K.
Despite odd distributions seeming to be more energetically preferable, 37 one may question the experimental observation of odd polarization and pyroelectric response distributions across an interface, because the mean values are zero in this case. Using aberration-corrected TEM combined with atomic column shape image analysis (proposed earlier in Ref. 38) it is possible to achieve picometer resolution (0.025 nm for atomic coordinates) and to observe spontaneous polarization at ferroelastic domain twin boundaries. 24 To the best of our understanding, Figs. 2(e) and 2(f) in Ref. 24 reliably demonstrate signatures of both even and odd polarization distributions across ferroelastic twins in CaTiO 3 . So we hope that local spontaneous polarization of elastic domain walls in ferroelastics such as CaTiO 3 , SrTiO 3 , and EuTiO 3 can be reliably observed by aberration-corrected TEM.
Below we show that all ferroelastic domain walls possess noticeable pyroelectric coefficients that can be of odd and even type with respect to the domain-wall plane. Spatial distribution of pyroelectric coefficients (regarded as local pyroelectric response) can be directly measured by novel scanning probe pyroelectric microscopy (PyroSPM), where the resolution limit 50 nm was already achieved. 39 Similar to the conventional piezoelectric force microscopy, where the lateral resolution is at least 2-5 times smaller than the tip effective size (see, e.g., PyroSPM could reliably detect pyroelectric response averaged over the wall width. Thus below we consider the influence of the flexoelectric and rotostriction effect on both odd and even polarization distributions across TBs and APBs. Also we calculate the maximal values of pyroelectric coefficients as well as average the values over the domain-wall width.
A. Flexo-roto-effect manifestation at the APB
In the octahedral tilted phase at T < T S , the one-component spontaneous tilt For the case of hard APBs (x 1 -dependent solution) we derive the stress field and simplify the evident form of Eqs. (3) as listed in section S1 of the Supplemental Material. 43 Distributions 1.,3 (x 3 ) and P 1.,3 (x 3 ) are shown schematically in Fig. 2(b) , as shown in Fig. 3 . Under the absence of the flexoelectric field the spontaneous polarization and pyroelectric coefficient are zero at temperatures higher than the effective Curie temperature T APB C (see curves 1 and 2 calculated at F ij ≡ 0 and η ij = 0 in Fig. 3 ). The flexoelectric field rather weakly influences the polarization component P 3 [compare curves 1 and 2 with curves 3 and 4 in Fig. 3(a) ]. However, the flexoelectric field E F R 1 strongly increases the component P 1 below T S , since
[compare curves 1 and 2 with curves 3 and 4 in Fig. 3(b) ]. Actually, for the case F ij = 0 the component P 1 appears below T S , first quasilinearly increases with temperature decrease, then has a pronounced jump at T APB C , and then saturates at temperatures T T q . The break at T APB C originates from the appearance of reversible polarization component Table I. the biquadratic coupling term −η 44 1 3 P 3 . Pyroelectric coefficients monotonically decrease below T APB C with the temperatures decreasing due to the spontaneous polarization component saturation at temperatures T T q . Actually, in the range T T q polarization becomes almost temperature independent and its temperature derivative vanishes.
Allowing for the flexo-roto-effect contribution we calculated noticeable pyroelectric coefficients of the eventype distributions averaged across hard APBs:
The values are well above detectable limits of pyroelectric coefficients, which are about (10 −6 − 10 −7 ) C/m 2 K. 44 The half-width of hard APBs is not less than 3 nm at 0 K and 5 nm at 90 K (see Fig. S2 , Supplemental Material 43 ). Thus PyroSPM 39 supplied with sharp tips of sizes 5-10 nm could reliably detect pyroelectric response averaged over the APB widths. For the case of easy APBs (x 3 -dependent solution) one could easily derive the stress field and the evident form of Eqs. (3) as listed in section S2 of the Supplemental Material. 43 Distributions of 3 (x 3 ) and P 3 (x 3 ) are shown schematically in Fig. 2(a) (right) . The tilt 3 (x 3 ) profile is rather weakly dependent on the polarization vector distribution and could be well approximated as 3 = , but nonzero pyroelectric response 3 = dP 3 /dT ) should exist, since the polarization component is temperature dependent. 37 We omit quantitative analyses of the results for the easy APBs in SrTiO 3 , because their half-width ∼l (T ) = √ −v 11 /b 1 (T ) appeared not more than 1 nm for temperatures less than 90 K (see Fig. S2 in the Supplemental Material 43 ), and sometimes the distance between polarization maxima and minima is less than the unit cell at T < 90 K. The features scale less than 1 nm is well beyond applicability of the continuous medium theory we used in the paper.
B. Flexo-roto-effect manifestation at 90
• TB
90
• twins can have structure with rotation vector parallel [ Fig. 4(a) ] or perpendicular [ Fig. 4(b) ] to the domain-wall plane in the immediate vicinity of the plane. Far from the wall the tilt vectors of twins are perpendicular. We will regard parallel twins as hard TB, since they have higher energy, and perpendicular twins as easy TB, since they have lower energy as demonstrated in section S4 of the Supplemental Material. 43 The evident form of Eqs. (3) for twins are listed in section S3 of the Supplemental Material. 43 The flexo-roto fieldẼ hard TB
TB TB Under the absence of the flexo-roto fieldẼ F R 1 spontaneous polarization and pyroelectric coefficients are zero inside easy TB. Their spontaneous polarization component appears below T S =105 K at F 12 = 0, then quasilinearly increases with temperature decrease and then saturates at temperatures T < T
3/2 at temperatures near T S . Pyroelectric coefficient 3 appears below T S =105 K at F 12 = 0. 37 Below we omit quantitative analyses of the results for the easy TB in SrTiO 3 , because their half-width appeared not more than 1 nm for temperatures less than 90 K Table I. (see Fig. S2 in Supplemental Material 43 ) , and sometimes the distance between polarization maxima and minima is less than the unit cell. As we argued for easy APBs, the features which scale is less than 1 nm cannot be described quantitatively by the continuous medium theory. Note that easy TB halfwidth noticeably increases with temperature increase only at T >90 K, while polarization amplitude strongly decreases with temperature increases above 90 K and disappears at 105 K.
Polarization and pyroelectric coefficient spatial distribution across hard TB and its temperature behavior are qualitatively similar to the ones calculated for hard APBs. However, numerical values of polarization and pyroelectric coefficients for hard TBs are typically smaller than for hard APBs (compare Fig. 3 with Second-order phase transition to Negligibly small for easy TB. ferroelectric phase occurs at T = T C * Hysteresis loop is absent at T C * < T < T S . At these temperatures the amplitude P is proportional to η ⊥ P ⊥ .
Polarization component P ⊥ Amplitude P ⊥ is proportional to the Amplitude P ⊥ is proportional to the perpendicular to the domain wall plane local flexoelectric field E F R and local flexoelectric field E F R at η ⊥ P at 0 < T < T S . 0 < T < T S . Ferroelectricity and hysteresis loop for Ferroelectricity and hysteresis loop for P ⊥ (E ⊥ ) is absent due to the strong P ⊥ is absent due to the strong depolarization field. depolarization field.
Pyroelectric response parallel Increases with T increase at 0 < T < T C * Identically zero for easy APB component = dP /dT Sharp maximum occurs at T = T C * and Negligibly small for easy TB then response decreases with T increase at T C * < T < T S .
Pyroelectric response perpendicular
Increases with T increase at 0 < T < T C * ⊥ is nonzero in the temperature range 0 < T < T S , but vanishes at low temperatures T → 0 and tends to zero at T → T S .
Sharp maximum occurs at T = T C * , since in the vicinity of T C * ∼ ⊥ via the coupling term η ⊥ P . Smooth maximum exists at polarization inflection point located in the range T C * < T < T S .
T C * is the effective Curie temperature that is different for APBs and TBs, namely, T with the temperatures decreasing due to the spontaneous polarization component saturation at temperatures T T q . Allowing for the flexo-roto-effect contribution we calculated pyroelectric coefficients of the even-type distributions averaged across hard TB: ˜ 2 ∼ 2 × 10 −3 C/m 2 K and ˜ 1 ∼ 2 × 10 −6 C/m 2 K around T TB C . The values of ˜ 2 are well above the detectable limit, and ˜ 1 is within the limit. 44 The half-width of hard TB is not less than 3 nm at 0 K and 5 nm at 90 K (see Fig. S2 of the Supplemental Material 43 ). We hope that PyroSPM 39 supplied with sharp tips of sizes 5-10 nm could detect pyroelectric response averaged over the TB widths and thus our results could provide motivation to apply this method to the study of SrTiO 3 domain walls.
To summarize Sec. III, let us emphasize that pyroelectric response and polarization across TBs and APBs in SrTiO 3 originate from the flexo-roto-effect in the temperature range T APB,TB C < T < T S and should exist in other ferroelastic incipient ferroelectrics like in CaTiO 3 and EuTiO 3 .
IV. SUMMARY
In summary, we report a mechanism, namely, through the coupling of flexoelectric and rotostriction effects, that can give rise to the appearance of a significant improper spontaneous polarization and pyroelectricity across a structural antiphase boundary and twins, and by extension across interfaces in otherwise nonferroelectric perovskites such as CaTiO 3 , SrTiO 3 , and EuTiO 3 . In SrTiO 3 , we show that this mechanism leads to a spontaneous polarization and pyroelectricity with an onset at a higher temperature than previously predicted through other coupling mechanisms (Table II) .
The spontaneous polarization and average pyroelectric coefficient reaches the values ∼0.1-5 μC/cm 2 and ∼1 × 10 −3 C/m 2 K at the SrTiO 3 antiphase and twin boundaries. Since the induced polarizations and pyroelectric response are well above detectable limits and since this effect is allowed at interfaces in all structures with static rotations, which are abundant in nature, it allows for an understanding of a large class of polar interfaces in nonpolar materials.
